Tamil

1517. Tamil lexicon. Madras: Diocesan Press, 1924-36. 6 vol; [3944 pp.].
Followed by: Supplement. 1938-9. 3 parts [423 pp.]
Published under the authority of the University of Madras.
On this dictionary, its predecessors, and the need for further work see S. A gesthielingom, N. Kumaraswami Raja, 'Dictionary making in the Tamil region' in Misra (10).

A concise historical dictionary. Headwords are in Tamil and Latin script, followed by brief etymology. Glosses in English and Tamil, with, in most cases, one or more precise references to literary sources, sometimes with a quotation.

Preliminaries, pp. i-cv, were included with vol. 6 part 5. They include a history of the dictionary and a survey of earlier Tamil lexicography, pp. xxv-xlili; the plan of the dictionary; general abbreviations, pp. lxi-lxiii; abbreviations for scholarly literature, pp. lxiv-lxvi; list of sources with abbreviations, pp. lxix-cv.
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